
Public services: from 
austerity to transformation
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On June 16 Reform partnered with 
Accenture to host a one day conference on 
public service reform. “Public services: 
from austerity to transformation” sought to 
identify opportunities for the new 
Government to redesign services to deliver 
better outcomes for citizens at lower cost. 
The conference drew speakers from across 
the public, private and third sectors and 
from abroad to identify how, during the new 
Parliament, the Government can build a 
new public service model fit for 2020.

Over the course of the day, panellists 
showed unanimous support for public 
services that meet the needs of users 
when they need them, where they need 
them, and in the way they need them. The 
private sector has accustomed individuals 
to services built around the consumer, 
raising expectations of the public sector to 
also meet these standards. The conference 
identified key challenges to achieving this 
citizen-centric vision and how these can be 
overcome, drawing on the experiences of 
those who have pioneered ambitious 
service redesign. 

Panellists identified a number of obstacles 
to the delivery of services that are better 
focused on the needs of users. The view 
that an increase in expenditure on public 
services necessarily delivers better 
outcomes is still widespread. The British fear 
of failure has created a risk averse culture 

in the civil service, whereby innovation is 
stifled. Procurement processes still 
prioritise outputs over outcomes and the 
lack of evaluation makes it difficult to ensure 
programmes provide value for money. 
Despite these sizeable challenges, the 
consensus was that transformation is not 
only necessary, but achievable. In a time of 
reduced funding it does, however, mean 
doing things differently – relying on the same 
methods will not work. Embracing innovation 
will be fundamental to delivering people 
powered services in an affordable way.

The private sector has led the way in this. 
Examples discussed included Uber and 
Airbnb, which respectively have disrupted 
and revolutionised the taxi and travel 
industries. It was pointed out that whilst the 
Government may conduct around 1.3 billion 
transactions a year across 660 services, 
Ebay completes 1 billion a day. Panellists 
agreed that if Government is to take on the 
role of ‘disrupter’, it must be wary not to 
overcomplicate the process of reform. 

Four key approaches were highlighted 
as essential for driving transformation:
1. digitalisation; 
2. data-driven policy making; 
3.  experimenting to understand what 

works; and 
4.  cross-departmental and cross-sector 

collaboration. 

Digitalisation

Digital transformation was seen as 
inevitable. Technology offers the potential 
to provide better services at a lower cost 
and with a higher degree of personalisation 
for users. However, for governments to fully 
exploit improvements in technology, the 
focus must be on making digital services 
accessible for citizens. To achieve this 
services must use simple language, have a 
simple design and be easy to find. 
Panellists argued that digitalisation must 
not be simply about new platforms or 
websites, but should be driving the reform 
of organisations and operating models.

Data-driven

Both speakers and attendees highlighted the 
role of evidence in driving successful reform. 
Improving the outcomes of public services 
requires policy-making based on data. 
Government should be seeking to better 
understand the needs of citizens and macro 
level trends. Professor Hans Rosling argued 
that often our “knowledge” is warped by our 
own perceptions and experiences. He 
warned that personal biases have led 
governments in the wrong direction in the 
past and may do so again. Better use of data 
is therefore essential to enable effective 
public service transformation.

“The case is clear: government 
can transform its performance” 
The Rt Hon Matthew Hancock 
MP, Minister for the Cabinet 
Office and Paymaster General 

“The goal is the simplicity that 
digital can enable” 
Russell Davies, Director of 
Strategy, Government Digital 
Service 

“We must break away from risk 
aversion and promote change”  
Jeremy Browne, Former Home 
Office Minister
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Dr Aisha Bin Bishr, Assistant Director 
General of the Dubai Smart Government 
Department reflected that whilst the UK has 
made considerable progress in implementing 
open data policies, government 
departments remain hampered by their 
inability to share data. This often leads to 
duplication of information gathering and a 
fragmented experience for service users 
– an experience which is the opposite of 
the flexible, citizen-centred services 
government should be aiming to provide. 

Experimentation

The panellists agreed that designing 
successful policy interventions requires 
experimentation. Public service 
transformation does not have to be about 
sweeping, ‘big bang’ reforms. Instead, Dr 
David Halpern, Chief Executive of the 
Behavioural Insights Team argued that an 
incremental approach can achieve radical 
change. Experimenting with the details and 
learning from failure is key to truly 
identifying what works. 

This is a model for all services, and the 
current network of “what works” centres 
now covers crime, education, early years, 
ageing and wellbeing. The devolution 

agenda also provides further opportunity to 
try new approaches. Local Authorities will 
not only be able to listen more closely to 
the needs of local people, but financial 
freedom from Whitehall will allow cities to 
invest in different ways of doing things. The 
Fire Service and Ambulance collaboration 
in Greater Manchester was cited as just 
one early example of successful 
experimentation at a more local level.

Collaboration

Collaboration was seen as a further 
mechanism through which public services 
could be redesigned to deliver better 
outcomes. As Minister for the Cabinet 
Office Matthew Hancock noted in his 
keynote speech, to meet the expectations 
of individuals, the public sector needs to 
deliver joined up services. 

Tight budgets have been a powerful driver 
of change along these lines. In Essex, A&E 
pressure led to better collaboration 
between local authorities, NHS Trusts, and 
the Department for Health. In Manchester, 
devolving responsibility for the city’s health 
budget presents the opportunity to align 
health with local social care services.  
These instances of best practice are, 
however, too often the exception rather 
than the rule. It was noted that government 
departments rarely even speak the same 
language of reform. Indeed, “industrial 
strength collaboration” will be needed to 
deliver services that are oriented around 
the lives of citizens rather than the 

structures of government. 
The private sector also has a role to play. 

As West Midlands Police has discovered, 
there are some areas where partnering 
with a private sector organisation is more 
efficient than developing in-house 
expertise. Panellists also cited the 
importance of co-production in the design 
of public services: service users are best 
placed to know what they need and in what 
form. The user voice must also be heard in 
the evaluation of services. Dr Aisha Bin 
Bishr talked about the use of a five star 
rating system that allows citizens in Dubai 
to rate their experience of public services. 
By giving individuals the opportunity to 
hold public service providers to account, 
standards have been driven up.

As the private sector continues to improve 
its customer offer, governments will come 
under increasing pressure to deliver much 
more personalised and accessible public 
services. In a constrained fiscal 
environment, this ambition will have to be 
delivered through a more digitalised, 
date-driven, innovative, and collaborative 
public sector. More important than the cost 
savings of this approach is the 
improvement in outcomes that such an 
approach could deliver. As The Rt Hon 
Matthew Hancock MP argued: “let us raise 
the banner of reform, driven by data not 
dogma, planning around the needs of 
people, not the boundaries of 
departments.” 

“Let’s experiment and find out 
what works best” 
Dr David Halpern, Chief Executive, 
The Behavioural Insights Team

“Industrial strength 
collaboration” 
Lord Victor Adebowale, Chief 
Executive, Turning Point

“Transforming public services is 
not some bloodless 
technocratic exercise” 
The Rt Hon Matthew Hancock MP, 
Minister for the Cabinet Office and 
Paymaster General

“If you do not know the present, 
how can you have any idea 
about the future?” 
Professor Hans Rosling, Director, 
Gapminder
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Future global trends: imagining 2020 
Professor Hans Rosling, Director, 
Gapminder
 
Professor Rosling called for a new 
approach to policymaking: “factfullness”. 
Highlighting the significant improvements 
in global health outcomes over the past 50 
years, Professor Rosling demonstrated the 
lack of awareness in the West of what data 
on indicators such as life expectancy now 
shows. Translating this to UK public 
service reform, he argued that effective 
policymaking needs a clear understanding 
of the problem being solved or the people 
being served. Data – rather than received 
wisdom and personal experience – must 
guide policy.

To find out more go to  
http://www.gapminder.org/

Future of public services reform  
The Rt Hon Matthew Hancock MP, 
Minister for the Cabinet Office and 
Paymaster General
 
In his first speech on public service reform, 
the Minister for the Cabinet Office argued 
that the public could still learn from the 
private sector when it comes to customer 
service, convenience and choice. He 
contended, however, that harnessing 
technological advancements could deliver 
the Government savings and improve 
services. More fundamentally, the Minister 
argued that the case for public service 
reform is rooted in wellbeing – when 
services are not responsive, individuals 
suffer. 

Full transcript of the speech can be found 
at https://www.gov.uk/government/
speeches/future-of-public-services-
reform-matthew-hancock-speech

www.reform.uk
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Jo Casebourne @jocasebourne Jun 16
@A4UEvidence factfullness - new word for you from 
- highlighting how perceptions are far from the facts 
@HansRosling #reformgov

Andrew @ADMacPherson Jun 16
#reformgov ‘2 x biggest skill gaps in public service 
- Managing culture change & managing commercial 
relationships’ NAO remark @NHSSPT

andrewhaldenby @andrewhaldenby Jun 16
#reformgov Russell Davies - look digital 
transformation is a utility “boring everyday” - not like 
the “Manhattan Project”

Louise Sinclair @louisesinclair Jun 16
#reformgov nhs.uk will give cool front end & 
fulfilment for citizens for NHS digital services says  
@Beverley_Bryant

Reform @reformthinktank Jun 16
“When public services are not responsive to the 
needs of users it is those who need them that suffer 
“ says  @MattHancockMP #reformgov

Chris Gibbons @connectedchris Jun 16
We have to change the whole way the Government 
works. Taskforces will drive delivery across 
departmental lines @MattHancockMP #ReformGov

Accenture UK News @AccentureUKNews Jun 16
#reformgov “We need to reform government...
there is still much more to do”. Matthew Hancock, 
Cabinet Office Minister

Jo Casebourne @jocasebourne Jun 16
How do you scale approach of BIT @B_I_Tweets 
into wider system? @WhatWorksUK helping to do 
that says David Halpern #reformgov

#reformgov

FuturePublic @FuturePublic Jun 16
Incremental innovation is not about huge sweeping 
changes, it’s iterating a little bit at a time (Leifer, 
2000) & Halpern 2015 #reformgov

Gaurav Gujral @gauravgujral1 Jun 16
Services in Dubai are rated on a trip advisor style 5 
star scale - great way to build accountability  
@AccenturePubSvc #reformgov

Turning Point @TurningPointUK Jun 16
@voa1234 called for ‘industrial strength 
collaboration’ to improve public services at today’s 
@reformthinktank conference #reformgov

Charlotte Pickles @ce_pickles Jun 16
Failing quickly is a mindset - need to expect some 
things will work & some won’t. Learn from failure - 
take away the positives #reformgov

FuturePublic @FuturePublic Jun 16
@fjordmark on ‘liquid experiences’ - one good 
experience creates expectation for the same 
experience elsewhere #reformgov #challenge

Reform @reformthinktank Jun 16
Jobs in the civil service should be as good as jobs at 
Google says @MattHancockMP #reformgov

Graeme McDonald @McDonaldGraeme Jun 16
#reformgov a fascinating day with @reformthinktank 
Delved into #factfullness #agile #liquidexperiences 
#failfast #transformationleadership

Chris Gibbons @connectedchris Jun 16
Change starts small and should be grown. That’s 
how change happens - @SarahMurrayOBE 
#ReformGov

Hannah Titley @HannahTitley Jun 16
Disruption in the marketplace or own organisation 
requires ‘strategy, investment and agility’  
@nick_williams38 #reformgov @AccenturePubSvc

Jonny Pearson @jonnyzpearson Jun 16
Giving ppl freedom to design the way they deliver 
their services is route to digital buy in, not pitching 
Big Bang solutions #reformgov

Elizabeth Crowhurst @LizCrowhurst Jun 16
@gdsteam No one argues whether Amazon is 
centralised or decentralised company it’s about 
choosing the right level 4 right tasks  
#reformgov

Jo Casebourne @jocasebourne Jun 16
Fascinating to hear that in Dubai citizens can rate 
government services trip advisor style #reformgov  
@Aisha_BinBishr 
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